The main purpose of this paper is to de ne the relation of probabilistic independence of events in terms of a qualitative ordering of extended indicator functions of events.
INTRODUCTION
An ordering over events is often interpreted as a qualitative probabilistic ordering, that is, the intuitive sense of A B is P(A) P(B). There exists an extended literature on examining the conditions that guarantee the existence of such a probabilistic representation for some set of ordered events (for a brief survey see, for example, Suppes and Zanotti, 1976) . In this paper, we consider the qualitative relation of probabilistic independence ?; the desired interpretation of ? is A?B i P(A \ B) = P(A) P(B) (1) The independence relation ? was studied in the literature since at least Domotor (1969) . Domotor gives a de nition of ? in terms of a qualitative ordering on the Cartesian product of elements from F : A?B i A \ B A B for all A; B 2 F , where is an equivalence relation induced by and A B C D i P(A)P(B) P(C)P(D). He proved from this de nition some basic properties of ?. In Krantz, Luce, Suppes, and Tversky (1971) a four-place relation also was used to de ne independence. Another approach was taken by Fine (1973) who proposed a set of axioms for and ?, which are not su cient to prove (1).
In this paper the relation of probabilistic independence of events is de ned in terms of the qualitative ordering of extended indicator functions of events.
UNDEFINABILITY OF ? IN TERMS OF QUALI-TATIVE ORDERING OVER EVENTS
Some natural elementary axioms on independence were given by Fine (1973) : He proved that these conditions guarantee the existence of a probability assignment P, agreeing with , and of an operation G such that A?B i P(A \ B) = G(P(A); P(B)). In order to make G associative, Fine suggests the following axiom: It is still an open question whether ? (interpreted as A?B i P(A \ B) = P(A) P(B)) could be given a nite axiomatization. In Fine's system, the independence of events does not follow from P(A \ B) = = G(P(A); P(B)) (intuitively, from the product factorization of probability). Fine's axioms I1 -I7 do not imply the distributive property of G over addition, i.e., do not provide a numerical representation in which G stands for multiplication.
However, it is easy to show that the independence relation is unde nable in terms of events and a qualitative ordering over them, a result that is part of the folklore of the subject, but, not, as far as we know, written down anywhere. In the rst case 15=80 = 25=80 48=80, in the second 16=80 6 = 26=80 49=80. Whence by Padoa's principle ? is not de nable in terms of ( ; ). Q.E.D.
DEFINITION OF INDEPENDENCE IN TERMS OF EXTENDED INDICATOR FUNCTIONS
The notion of extended indicator function was used in Suppes and Zanotti (1976) to give a simple set of conditions for the existence of a probability measure agreeing with the qualitative ordering. Let be the set of possible outcomes, F an algebra of events on . Let
A i be the indicator function (or characteristic function) of event A. The algebra F of extended indicator functions relative to F is the smallest semigroup (under functional addition) containing the indicator functions of all events in F .
It is easy to see that extended indicator functions are random variables of a restricted sort (taking nonnegative integer values). The intuitive sense of qualitative ordering is that A B (A ; B 2 F ) i the expected value of A is greater or equal to the expected value of B . Certainly, for A; B 2 F , A i B i i A B. Definition 1. (Suppes & Zanotti, 1976) . Let be a nonempty set, let F be an algebra of sets on , and let be a binary relation on F , the algebra of (The strict ordering is de ned in the usual way: A B i A B and not B A ; nA stands for A + + A n times).
It was proved in Suppes and Zanotti (1976) that a necessary and su cient condition for existence of a strictly agreeing probability measure on F is that there is an extension of from F to F such that ( ; F ; ) is qualitatively satisfactory and this measure is unique when extended to F . However, in their representation theorem and others of a like nature, the requirement that the measure P of probability norm to 1 has an arbitrary character, i.e., the form of the representation permits multiplication by an arbitrary positive constant. In the case of Suppes and Zanotti (1976) , the representation theorem is formulated in terms of an expectation function E for extended indicator functions satisfying the following obvious properties for any A and B in F :
It is clear that if a function E de ned on F satis es E1 and E2, so will E, where is any positive real number. On the other hand, the one`universal' positive probability case of independence, namely, the independence of with respect to , can be formulated as an additional requirement on E, and this additional requirement xes E uniquely:
>From the axioms of De nition 1, it easily follows that E(; i ) = 0, E( i ) > 0, and thus from E3 that E( i ) = 1. We then also have a nonarbitrary norming of the probability measure: for A in F E4. P(A) = E(A i ).
The preceding remarks are necessary to avoid any air of paradox in our de nition of independence of events within the framework of extended indicator functions, for a satisfactory de nition of independence for which one can prove A?B i P(A \ B) = P(A) P(B)
clearly does require the probability measure be normed to 1. It would be paradoxical if this could be done only after the de nition of ?. As the above considerations show, this is not the case.
These remarks establish the following representation theorem, which is stronger than the one given in Suppes and Zanotti (1976) . Theorem 2. If the structure ( ; F ; ) satis es De nition 1, then there is a unique expectation function E on F and a unique probability measure P which together satisfy E1 { E4.
Within the framework of De nition 1, we now de ne independence as follows: To prove the theorem, we de ne, for every A i in F , the set S A of numbers: S A = f m n : m i nA i g: It is easy to show that S A is nonempty and has a greatest lower bound, which is in fact just the unique expectation function E: which contradicts our assumption.
After we repeat the same argument for , we get both conditions for C?A\ B. Q.E.D.
FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS
We mention some open problems and further possible developments.
Finite axiomatizability of ?. We have in mind, of course, nite axiomatizability in rst-order logic. It seems likely the result should be negative, and even more so for axiomatizable by a universal sentence, if we want necessary and sucient conditions for any nite Boolean algebra. However, some interesting su cient conditions might be given for signi cant classes of qualitative probability relations. For example, in the special but signi cant nite case of all atoms being equiprobable, a non-rst-order de nition of independence can be easily given. Let jAj be the cardinality of set A. Then A?B i j j jA \ Bj = jAj jBj:
Positive relevance. It is obvious that de ning probabilistic independence is closely connected with de ning the notion of positive relevance (P (A \ B) > P(A)P(B)). Theorem 1 establishes that the notion of positive relevance is unde nable in terms of ( ; ), since independence itself is de nable via positive relevance. Unlike independence, it requires existential quanti ers. Questions about axiomatizability of positive relevance, similar to those for independence, are apparently also as yet unanswered.
